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Abstract Computer-aided comparison of folk music

from different nations is one of the newest research areas.

We were intrigued to have identified some important

similarities between phylogenetic studies and modern folk

music. First of all, both of them use similar concepts and

representation tools such as multidimensional scaling for

modelling relationship between populations. This gave us

the idea to investigate whether these connections are

merely accidental or if they mirror population migrations

from the past. We raised the question; does the complex

structure of musical connections display a clear picture and

can this system be interpreted by the genetic analysis? This

study is the first to systematically investigate the incidental

genetic background of the folk music context between

different populations. Paternal (42 populations) and

maternal lineages (56 populations) were compared based

on Fst genetic distances of the Y chromosomal and mtDNA

haplogroup frequencies. To test this hypothesis, the

corresponding musical cultures were also compared using

an automatic overlap analysis of parallel melody styles for

31 Eurasian nations. We found that close musical relations

of populations indicate close genetic distances (\0.05) with

a probability of 82%. It was observed that there is a sig-

nificant correlation between population genetics and folk

music; maternal lineages have a more important role in

folk music traditions than paternal lineages. Furthermore,

the combination of these disciplines establishing a new

interdisciplinary research field of ‘‘music-genetics’’ can be

an efficient tool to get a more comprehensive picture on the

complex behaviour of populations in prehistoric time.

Keywords Y haplogroups � mtDNA haplogroups � Folk

music � Music genetics � Human demographic history

Introduction

Computer-aided comparison of traditional music features

from different cultures is one of the newest research areas.

While a considerable amount of genetic studies has been

carried out in connection with human evolution history and

migrations, relations between genetic research and music

cultures have never been investigated. Thus, we turned our

attention to correlation patterns between genetic data and

folk music melodies.

Human history is tightly related with a history of pop-

ulation migration. Patterns of genetic diversity provide

information about population history because each major

demographic event left an imprint on genomic diversity of

populations. These demographic signatures are passed

from generation to generation, thus the genomes of modern

individuals reflect their demographic history. Studies for

evolutionary history have benefited from analyses of
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mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) and the non-recombining

region of the Y chromosome. Because these regions of

human genome are not shuffled by recombination, they are

transmitted intact from one generation to the next, reveal-

ing the maternal and paternal lineages of a population.

Populations share mtDNA or Y chromosome lineages as a

result of common origins or gene flow (admixture). Use of

mtDNA and the Y chromosome has been extensively

studied and used in migration studies and in the analysis of

population history and origins (Wells et al. 2001; Cinnioglu

et al. 2004; Nasidze et al. 2005; Pakendorf et al. 2006). Y

chromosome markers tend to show restricted regional

distribution, or population specificity, making them ideal in

marking unique migration events (Hammer et al. 1997).

Similarly, the variation of mtDNA between different pop-

ulation groups can be used to estimate the time back to

common ancestors. In the last few years, there has been

significant progress in reconstructing the detailed genea-

logical branching order of the tree topologies for both

mtDNA and the non-recombining region of the Y chro-

mosome (Jobling and Tyler-Smith 2003; Underhill and

Kivisild 2007; Karafet et al. 2008).

Affinities between populations may result from their

common origin or from recent admixture due to geographic

proximity. In particular, genetic distances between popu-

lations can generally be related to geographic distances,

according to a model of isolation by distance (Cavalli-

Sforza and Bodmer 1977). But this is not relevant in all

cases.

According to earlier reports, correlation between genetic

distance and language as a cultural marker has been

debated (Nettle and Harriss 2003). We, however, set out to

examine relationships between genetic distance and folk

music cultures.

The comparative study of different folk music cultures

goes back to the early 20th century. Bartók and Kodály

identified certain musical styles of Hungarian folk music

being common with Mari, Chuvash, as well as Anatolian

melodies (Bartók 1949; Kodály 1971). These results initi-

ated the expansion of a digitized international folksong

database (the European Folksong Catalogue), and a soft-

ware system for mathematical analysis of the data in the

1960s (Csébfalvy et al. 1965). Although this project, orga-

nized by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences was inter-

rupted, development of computation tools led to the later

resurrection of the idea (Toiviainen 1996, 2000; Leman

2000; Toiviainen and Eerola 2002; Kranenburg et al. 2009;

Garbens et al. 2007; Huron 1996; Juhász (2009).

In recent years, we have developed and enhanced a

software system which characterizes the overall similarity

of different folk song databases using a scalar measure. The

basic idea of this system is that musical information prop-

agates and evolves by endless variation of melodies, since

variation is an essential feature of most oral cultures. Cross-

cultural analysis of different nations in Eurasia drew a well-

interpretable network of ‘‘genetic’’ relations between

musical traditions (Juhász 2000; Juhász and Sipos 2009).

This led us to the question whether these connections are

merely accidental or can they possibly relate to the

migration of populations in any way? Does the complex

structure of musical connections display a clear picture and

can we interpret this connection system on a genetic basis

as well?

Materials and methods

Materials

In the present work, we describe the results of a computer-

aided cross-cultural analysis of 31 representative Eurasian

and North-American folksong collections, and a parallel

study of genetic relations between the corresponding pop-

ulation groups. Our melody database contains digital

notations of 31 cultures, each of them consisting of

1,000–2,500 melodies. The studied cultures are as follows:

Chinese, Mongolian, Kyrgyz, Volga Region (Mari–Chuv-

ash–Tatar–Votiac), Sicilian, Bulgarian, Azeri, Anatolian,

Karachay, Hungarian, Slovakian, Moravian, Romanian,

Finnish, Norwegian, German, Luxembourgish, French,

Dutch, Irish–Scottish–English (one group), Spanish,

Dakota, Komi, Khanty, Croatian–Serbian (Balkan group),

Kurdish, Russian from the Pskov Area, Navajo and three

regions of Poland: Great Poland, Warmia and Cassubia.

Simultaneously with the musical database investigation,

we also calculated corresponding genetic distance matrices

using widely used software tools (Schneider et al. 2000)

from published data for those populations compared above,

with the following differences: (1) no genetic data were

found for the Luxembourgish, Karachay and Dakota Indi-

ans, (2) Y chromosomal and mtDNA genetic data were

used for the Croatian; Tatar, Mari, Udmurt/Votiac and

Chuvash (instead of Volga Region); Irish and Scottish

populations separately, (3) genetic data of three Hungarian

speaking groups (Hungarian, Szekler and Csango) were

used (Szekler and Csango Y chromosomal data is unpub-

lished). The Szeklers and Csangos are Hungarian speaking

ethnic groups living in Romania, (4) one Polish population

data were used for the Y and mtDNA genetic comparisons;

whereas three Polish folksong databases arising from dif-

ferent areas of Poland were analysed.

Methods for genetic analysis

We calculated genetic distances (Fst) with AMOVA based

on Y chromosomal and mtDNA haplogroup frequencies
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with Arlequin 2.0 software (Schneider et al. 2000). Mul-

tidimensional scaling (MDS) plots were constructed with

ViSta 7.9.2.4 software.

Y chromosomal haplogroups were combined into groups

C, D, E, F, I, J2, K, L, N1c, PxR1a and R1a, so that

published sources could be used for comparisons (Bosch

et al. 2006; Cinnioglu et al. 2004; Di Gaetano et al. 2009;

Hammer et al. 2006; Kayser et al. 2005; Maca-Meyer et al.

2003; Malhi et al. 2008; Nasidze et al. 2002, 2005; Pericić

et al. 2005a, b; Petrejcı́ková et al. 2010; Pimenoff et al.

2008; Rosser et al. 2000; Semino et al. 2000; Tambets et al.

2004; Völgyi et al. 2009; Wells et al. 2001; Xue et al. 2006;

Zastera et al. 2010).

To compare maternal lineages, we used published

mtDNA haplogroup frequencies (Bermisheva et al. 2004;

Bosch et al. 2006; Brandstätter et al. 2007; Comas et al.

2004; Derbeneva et al. 2002; Helgason et al. 2001; Irwin

et al. 2007; Maca-Meyer et al. 2003; Malyarchuk et al.

2002; Merriwether et al. 1996; Pakendorf et al. 2007;

Passarino et al. 2002; Pericić et al. 2005a; Pimenoff et al.

2008; Quintana-Murci et al. 2004; Simoni et al. 2000;

Starikovskaya et al. 2005; Yao et al. 2004; http://www.

eupedia.com). Haplogroups were combined into groups A,

B, C, D, E, F, G, HV, H, I, J, K, L, M (9Q, G, E, D, C, Z),

N, P, Q, R, S, T, U 9 K, V, W, X, Y and Z.

Methods for musical analyses

We developed a system for automatic classification of

melody contours based on a generally applied kind of

artificial intelligence, the so-called self-organizing map

(SOM) (Kohonen 1995). The operation of our system is

demonstrated in Fig. 1. The first step is to construct melody

contour vectors of D dimensions (D element pitch

sequences) from the digital codes of music notations

(Juhász 2006). Since D was the same for each melody, the

contours could be compared to each other using a common

Euclidean distance function defined in the same

D-dimensional melody space, irrespective of their individual

length. The contour vectors are sampled time functions of the

pitch variation, the main rhythmic characteristics of the

melodies are also mapped into the vector space determined

by the contour vectors. At the same time, the tempo is

completely normalised by this technique, but this is a useful

and general tool of feature extraction in ethnomusicology.

To avoid problems arising from different notation principles,

the melodies of all collections were transposed to common

final tone G. In most unison folk song cultures, the melodies

have a well-defined tonic, and this tonic is identical to the

final tone; therefore, this technique is musically relevant in

the most studied cases. However, since this is not generally

true for Western folksongs, the automatic transposition of

these databases was corrected partly by experts, partly by a

further algorithm.

After training, the SOM with the contour vectors of a

given culture, the learned contour type vectors belonging to

different grid locations of the map represented the most

important contours characterizing the given culture (Juhász

2006). In other words, a well-trained SOM represents a

musical language which is optimal for ‘‘understanding’’

melodies of its own culture. Using the terms of neural

networks, the contour type vectors function as ‘‘receptors’’,

‘‘firing’’ or ‘‘being activated’’ when a melody contour is

found to be similar enough to them. To compare two dif-

ferent ‘‘musical languages’’, one of them will be ‘‘excited’’

by the contour types of the other language. Common

Fig. 1 The generation of

contour vectors and the learning

of averaged contour type

vectors using a SOM
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musical features can be identified by contour types being

activated by type vectors of the foreign language, and

particular characteristics are also described by those having

no relations in the other culture.

The degree of general relation between cultures A and B

can be characterized by the overlap of their contour type

sets. More exactly, we defined the degree of relation of the

ith and jth cultures as di;j ¼ 1� ni;j

Ni
, where ni;j is the number

of contour types of the ith culture activated by those of the

jth one, and Ni are the total number of the contour types of

the ith culture. Since the relation is not symmetric

di;j 6¼ dj;i

� �
; our definition will not satisfy the criteria of a

distance function in the mathematical sense, but we can

state that the closer two cultures are to each other, the

smaller are the corresponding di;j and dj;i values.

This rate, the relation of any musical culture to the

others, can be characterized by a 31 dimensional vector

containing the above defined degrees di;j. To get a clear

picture of the very complicated system of relations

described by these non-symmetric data, we applied a spe-

cial version of the multidimensional scaling (MDS) method

(Borg and Groenen 2005).

This technique is well known in genetics. Therefore, we

are able to establish the relationships between musical

cultures using the same method that is commonly used in

the field of phylogenetic studies.

Results

The genetic relationships

Genetic distances (Fst) of Y chromosomal haplogroup

frequencies between 42 populations compared (Online

Resource 1) are displayed as an MDS plot (Fig. 2). Most

populations compared tend to group into four clusters in

the middle of the plot with two smaller clusters on the

edges, whereas some population groups appear as outliers.

Populations were determined to be members of a cluster on

the basis that the genetic distances between them were less

than 0.05, and also that as many populations as possible

should be grouped. Three Hungarian speaking populations

(Hungarian, Szekler and Csango) clustered together with

two eastern European (Bulgarian and Serbian), two Tatar

Fig. 2 Multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot constructed on Fst

genetic distances of Y haplogroups of the populations compared 1
Mari (Semino et al. 2000) 2 Scottish (Rosser et al. 2000) 3 Irish

(Rosser et al. 2000) 4 Bulgarian (Rosser et al. 2000) 5 Udmurt

(Semino et al. 2000) 6 Chinese (Xue et al. 2006) 7 Ewenki pooled

(Xue et al. 2006; Tambets et al. 2004) 8 Inner Mongolian (Xue et al.

2006) 9 Kyrgyz (Wells et al. 2001) 10 Kazan Tatar (Wells et al. 2001)

11 Crimean Tatar (Wells et al. 2001) 12 Azeri (Wells et al. 2001) 13
Kurdish (Wells et al. 2001) 14 Russian (Wells et al. 2001) 15 Sicilian

(Di Gaetano et al. 2008) 16 Azeri (Nasidze et al. 2002) 17 Chechen

(Nasidze et al. 2002) 18 Turkish (Cinnioglu et al. 2004) 19 Greek

(Bosch et al. 2006) 20 Romanian (Bosch et al. 2006) 21 Polish

(Kayser et al. 2005) 22 German (Kayser et al. 2005) 23 Spanish

(Maca-Meyer et al. 2003) 24 Khanty (Pimenoff et al. 2008) 25 Mansi

(Pimenoff et al. 2008) 26 Navajo (Malhi et al. 2008) 27 Croatian

pooled (Pericić et al. 2005a, b) 28 Serbian (Pericić et al. 2005b) 29
Ainu (Hammer et al. 2006) 30 Kurdish (Nasidze et al. 2005) 31
Chuvash (Tambets et al. 2004) 32 Finnish (Tambets et al. 2004) 33
Norwegian (Tambets et al. 2004) 34 Slovakian (Petrejcı́ková et al.

2010) 35 Czech (Zastera et al. 2010) 36 French (Semino et al. 2000)

37 Dutch (Semino et al. 2000) 38 Italian (Semino et al. 2000) 39
Hungarian (Völgyi et al. 2009) 40 Szekler (unpublished data) 41
Csango (unpublished data) 42 Outer Mongolian (unpublished data)
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(Crimean and Kazan), two Kurdish, a Sicilian and a Greek

population group (Cluster I). Most western European

(German, Dutch, Spanish, Norwegian and Italian) and three

central European (Czech, Croatian and Slovakian) popu-

lations grouped into cluster II. Cluster III included three

populations from the Volga Region (Udmurt, Chuvash and

Mansi) and one Russian population. Three Finno-Ugric

populations (Mari, Khanty and Finnish) clustered together

in cluster IV. Two Azerian, Turkish and Chechen popula-

tion groups clustered together in cluster V. Three Asian

populations (Ewenki, Inner and Outer Mongolian) were

included in Cluster VI.

To place these findings in context of female lineages,

genetic distances of mtDNA haplogroups between the

populations from published sources were calculated

(Online Resource 2), and were again presented as an MDS

plot (Fig. 3). Clusters were distinguished as a cluster in

case the genetic distances between populations were less

than 0.05, as well as in the case of the Y chromosomal

MDS plot.

Three Hungarian speaking population groups (Hungar-

ian, Szekler and Csango) grouped together in cluster I.

Most European populations formed a fairly compact cluster

in Fig. 3 (cluster II). Out of Finn-Ugric speaking people,

two Finnish and Mari population groups included in cluster

II and the rest of them belonged to other Europeans (14

population groups). Four other European populations

(Sicilian, Norwegian, French and Spanish) formed cluster

III. Cluster IV included three populations from the Volga

Region (Chuvash, Udmurt and Tatar), two Komi groups

(Ural), Azeri (Caucasus), Turkish (Anatolia) and two

European populations (Italian and Bulgarian). Three Mansi

(Ural), two Kyrgyz (Central Asia) and one Evenki (Siberia)

population groups belonged to cluster V, whereas six Asian

Fig. 3 Multidimensional scaling (MDS) plot constructed on Fst

genetic distances of mtDNA haplogroups of the populations com-

pared 1 Outer Mongolian (Yao et al. 2004) 2 Chinese (Yao et al.

2004) 3 Kyrgyz (Yao et al. 2004) 4 Inner Mongolian (Yao et al. 2004)

5 Evenks, Stony Tunguska (Pakendorf et al. 2007) 6 Evenks, Iengra

(Pakendorf et al. 2007) 7 Evenks, Nyukhaza (Pakendorf et al. 2007) 8
Evenks, Yakut speaking (Pakendorf et al. 2007) 9 Crimean Tatar

(Comas et al. 2004) 10 Kyrgyz (Comas et al. 2004) 11 Evenki

(Merriwether et al. 1996) 12 Navajo (Merriwether et al. 1996) 13
Evenki (Starikovskaya et al. 2005) 14 Mansi (Starikovskaya et al.

2005) 15 Kyrgyz (Bermisheva et al. 2004) 16 Outer Mongolian

(Bermisheva et al. 2004) 17 Azeri (Bermisheva et al. 2004) 18 Tatar

(Bermisheva et al. 2004) 19 Chuvash (Bermisheva et al. 2004) 20
Komi, Permyak (Bermisheva et al. 2004) 21 Komi, Zyryan

(Bermisheva et al. 2004) 22 Mari (Bermisheva et al. 2004) 23
Udmurt (Bermisheva et al. 2004) 24 Bulgarian (Simoni et al. 2000) 25
French (Simoni et al. 2000) 26 German (Simoni et al. 2000) 27

Finnish (Simoni et al. 2000) 28 Italian, Tuscany (Simoni et al. 2000)

29 Sicilian (Simoni et al. 2000) 30 Norwegian (Simoni et al. 2000) 31
Spanish, Central (Simoni et al. 2000) 32 Turkish, Anatolian

(Quintana-Murci et al. 2004) 33 Kurdish, Iran (Quintana-Murci

et al. 2004) 34 Kurdish, Turkmenistan (Quintana Murci et al. 2004)

35 Slovakian (Malyarchuk et al. 2002) 36 Czech (Malyarchuk et al.

2002) 37 Greek (Bosch et al. 2006) 38 Romanian (Bosch et al. 2006)

39 Polish (Malyarchuk et al. 2002) 41 Finnish (Derbeneva et al. 2002)

42 Mansi, Konda (Derbeneva et al. 2002) 43 Mansi, Lyamin

(Derbeneva et al. 2002) 44 Norwegian (Passarino et al. 2002) 45
Russian (Helgason et al. 2001) 46 German (Helgason et al. 2001) 47
Irish (Helgason et al. 2001) 48 Scotish (Helgason et al. 2001) 49
Spanish, Cantabrian (Maca-Meyer et al. 2003) 50 Khanty (Pimenoff

et al. 2008) 51 Mansi (Pimenoff et al. 2008) 52 Croatian (Pericic et al.

2005a) 53 Hungarian (Irwin et al. 2007) 54 Szekler (Brandstätter et al.

2007) 55 Csango (Brandstätter et al. 2007) 56 Dutch (http://www.

eupedia.com)
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population groups (3 Mongolian, Evenki, Kyrgyz and

Chinese populations) were grouped into cluster VI (Fig. 3).

Cluster VII included two Evenki (Siberia) and Mansi (Ural)

population groups. Out of 56 population groups compared,

the other ones were outliers as shown in Fig. 3.

The system of musical relations

The musical contacts revealed by the above described

SOM-based analysis are represented in Fig. 4. The loca-

tions of the nodes representing the 31 cultures were

determined according to the MDS principle. The lines

indicate a very close musical contact between the con-

nected nodes (both di;j and dj;i are less than a threshold

distance of 0.44), and all close musical contacts are indi-

cated in Fig. 4. Although the aim of the algorithm is to

minimize the average length of the edges, Fig. 4 shows that

some of them remained rather long after learning. This fact

shows that the algorithm has found an optimal, but not

exact two-dimensional mapping of the complicated system

of connections. However, the structure of the graph really

reflects the following main properties: a very simplified

description of the Chinese–Mongolian–Volga (IV) group

can refer to the dominance of the melodies of high ambitus

and pentatonic scale. The descending contours in this group

have close contacts in Dakota, Anatolian Turkish, Karac-

hay and Sicilian (V) folk music, although these latter

variants are mainly diatonic. Another layer of Turkish

music, containing diatonic melodies of low ambitus has

close Romanian and Spanish contacts. On the other hand, a

further significant layer in the Spanish corpus containing

plagal melodies shows close French and Finnish relations.

The Central European group (III: Hungarian–Slovakian–

Great Polish corpora) has close contacts with almost all of

the mentioned families, due to the particularly extended

relations of Hungarian folk music. The close Chinese,

Volga, Karachay, Sicilian, Turkish, Romanian, Spanish,

Polish, Norwegian, Finnish, Irish–Scottish–English and

Slovakian connections determine a central location for the

Hungarian node, but this optimal position yields still rather

long edges to the related cultures, due to the limitations of

the two-dimensional approximation. Musical and historical

analysis of the Hungarian melody layers being in contact

with other cultures exceeds the aim of this paper, but some

aspects have already been published in previous publica-

tions (Juhász and Sipos 2009).

Up to this point, we aimed to the identify groups of

cultures containing a significant amount of common mel-

ody types. The complementary approach is to search for

large groups of melody types being simultaneously found

in a common subset of the 31 cultures. To accomplish this

task, we determined the totality of the important contour

types appearing in our melody database by training a large

SOM with all of the contour types previously learned by

the 31 national/areal SOMs. Being in possession of this

large ‘‘unified’’ contour type collection, the above question

can be formulated as an algorithmic search as follows: we

search for the largest subsets of the 31 melody corpora

having the greatest amount of common elements in the

unified contour type collection. Results are demonstrated in

Fig. 5, where the common contour type vectors are

assigned to points of the plane, and the resulting point

system is arranged by an MDS algorithm. Thus, similar

contour types are assigned to near locations of the plane,

and the whole arrangement of the point system mirrors the

overall similarity of relations of the common contour type

collection. A search for four element subsets of cultures

with the largest overlap found the Volga–Turkish–Karac-

hay–Hungarian and the Chinese–Turkish–Karachay–Hun-

garian groups with respectively 46 and 45 totally common

types. Black dots denoting these common types are located

in a well-defined area of the melody map, consequently

they may belong to a well-defined musical style with a

continuous system of variants.

As a reference, we also show common melody types of

four Western cultures in Fig. 5c. These types are located in

a completely different area of the unified cloud, thus, they

stand for completely different musical forms. The number

of the totally common Western types (17) shows a much

smaller musical core in the music of Western Europe than

in the former groups. The search for groups of 7 cultures

Fig. 4 Musical language groups determined automatically from the

overlaps of 31 folk song cultures. Aze Azeri; Bal Balkan; Bul
Bulgarian; Cass Cassubian (Poland); Chin Chinese; Dak Dakota; Fin
Finnish; Fr French; Ger German; GPL Great (Central and Southern)

Poland; Hol Holland; Hun Hungarian; ISE Irish–Scottish–English;

Kar Karachay; Khan: Khanty; Kom: Komi; Kur Kurdish; Kyr
Kyrgyz; Lux Luxembourgish; Mor Moravian; Nav Navajo; Nor
Norwegian; Rom Romanian; Rus Russian; Sic Sicilian; Slo Slovakian;

Spa Spanish; Tur Turkish; Vol Volga Region; War Warmia (Poland)
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containing the most totally common melody types found

the same subset completed by Sicilian, Finnish and Dakota,

as well as Mongolian, Volga and Sicilian cultures. Fig-

ure 5d and e show that the totally common melody types

form subsets of the larger black clouds shown in Fig. 5a, b.

The genetic distance data of the above cultures are sum-

marized in Table 1, where the close relations are high-

lighted in bold.

Discussion

Genetic relationships based on MDS plots

To evaluate genetic relationships between populations

investigated, Fst genetic distances were calculated and the

general structure of the distance matrix was depicted by

MDS plots. The genetic clustering of the populations can

be interpreted as the degree of similarity of population

structures that often reflect common ancestry or gene flow.

Both Y chromosomal and mtDNA MDS plots were con-

structed from nearly the same set of populations depending

on genetic data found. MDS plots of Y chromosome and

mtDNA showed six and seven distinct clusters suggesting

genetic affiliations between populations based on geo-

graphical and historical background. Most central and

south-eastern European population groups clustered toge-

ther indicating close genetic relationships (Fig. 2, cluster

I). Genetic affinity of two Kurdish (Turkmenistan, Turkey–

Georgia) and two Tatar population groups included in

Cluster I together with other Europeans could not be

explained by geographic proximity, but we found con-

vincing musical correlations between many members of

this group [for instance: Hungarian–Tatar (Volga), Kurd–

Serbian–Croatian (Balkan)–Azeri—see Fig. 4 and below].

The close genetic relationships that were detected among

populations included in clusters II, III, IV, V and VI can be

interpreted by admixture due to geographical proximity.

Ainu, Chinese, Romanian, Mansi and Navajo Indian pop-

ulation groups were outliers as shown in Fig. 2. Scottish–

Irish (2 and 3) and Polish–Kyrgyz (9 and 21) population

groups showed close affinities to each other (Fig. 2).

The MDS plot of mtDNA represented seven distinct

clusters; generally more populations are grouped into a

cluster based on threshold value comparing with Y chro-

mosomal MDS plot. Close genetic affinity between the

three Hungarian speaking population groups is evident

(Cluster I). Almost all European population groups com-

pared (17 populations) based on the Fst genetic distances of

mtDNA haplogroups belong to a more compact cluster

than that of Y chromosomal comparison (Fig. 3, Cluster

II). This observation could also be explained by admixture.

Population affiliations between French, Spanish, Sicilian

and Norwegian peoples are probably due to geographic and

historical backgrounds (cluster III). Population groups

included in cluster IV reflect an interesting genetic rela-

tionship: Genetic affinities of three groups of the Volga

Region (Chuvash, Udmurt, and Tatar) and two Komi

groups in Ural are probably associated with geographic

proximity. The same can be said for the Azeri, Turkish and

Bulgarian populations, but the Italian population is

exceptional in this cluster. Interestingly, the Mansi, Kyrgyz

Fig. 5 The largest overlaps of

musical cultures on the great

common melody map. Chin
Chinese; Fr: French; Ger
German; Hol Holland; Hun:

Hungarian; Kar Karachay; Lul
Luxembourgish; Spa Spanish;

Tur Turkish; Vol Volga Region
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and Evenki groups mirrored a close genetic affinity to each

other, despite greater geographical distances (Fig. 3,

Cluster V). Close genetic distances between the popula-

tions included in clusters VI and VII are acceptable due to

historical backgrounds.

The largest genetic distances were detected at Ainu,

Chinese and Navajo Indian populations in the MDS of Y

chromosomal comparison as well as at two Evenki and

Navajo in mtDNA comparison. These outlier populations

are labelled as empty diamonds in Figs. 2 and 3.

Comparisons of Y chromosomal and mtDNA studies in

the investigated populations have indicated greater levels

of mtDNA lineage sharing among populations, suggesting

that females may have accomplished more mobility during

human evolution history than males. This observation is

consistent with results previously reported (Bamshad et al.

2001).

Musical and genetic correlations

The results of the comparison of folk music corpora of 31

populations are summarized in Online Resource 3. The

tones of the edges in Fig. 4 refer to correspondence of

musical and genetic similarities. Thick black edges indicate

a simultaneously close musical and genetic relation

between the corresponding populations; while long dash

lines connect populations with a close musical contact

without a close genetic relation. Short dash lines indicate

the cases when we could not find genetic data belonging to

the related population. No data were available for Dakota,

Karachay and Luxembourgish populations in either the

mitochondrial or male lineages. In order to draw as detailed

a picture of musical contacts as possible, we did not

eliminate these cultures from the musical analysis,

although we confined ourselves to the cultures character-

ised by simultaneously existing musical and genetic data

when analysing the correlation between music and genet-

ics. Therefore, the incomplete data do not influence our

accuracy.

In some other cases, multiple genetic data correspond to

the same musical collection. This can be illustrated by the

Mari, Chuvash, Tatar and Udmurt genetic distance data,

being mapped to the same musical database named ‘‘Vol-

ga’’, containing a unified folksong collection of these

nations.

Utilizing this ‘‘Volga’’ musical culture as an example,

the genetic distances from the Turkish population are 0.3,

0.2, 0.049 and 0.13, respectively, for Mari, Udmurt, Tatar

and Chuvash Y chromosomal data. Notwithstanding that

three of these data are much higher than 0.05, the Turkish–

Tatar distance fulfils our requirement; therefore, we can say

that close contact of the Turkish musical tradition in the

Volga-region can be traced back to the close geneticT
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relation between the Turkish and Tatar people. Moreover,

the mitochondrial genetic distance between Turkish and

Tatar populations becomes merely 0.002, therefore, this

latter data can be accepted as the characteristic distance of

the given populations (see Table 1). As a consequence of

this consideration, the simultaneously close musical and

genetic relations are indicated by the thick black edges

connecting the Turkish and Volga nodes in Fig. 4.

We can say in general that a genetic relation between

certain characteristic parts of two populations indicates an

earlier physical and biological contact; therefore, the

musical relation can be traced back to a probable cultural

interaction or cooperation of the ancestors of the given

groups. Therefore, we state the concept of close genetic

relation for our case as follows: a close genetic relation

belonging to a pair of musical cultures is established on

condition that at least one of the genetic distance data

determined for any subsets of the corresponding popula-

tions is less than the critical threshold value.

Since the genetic distance is in the range of 0–1 by

definition, our choice of the threshold of 0.05 is a rather

rigorous requirement for establishing a close genetic con-

tact. This requirement is satisfied by 21% of the Y chro-

mosomal and 37% of the mitochondrial data.

Counting up the number of cases when a close relation

was detected between

1. genetic (G)

2. musical (M) and

3. both musical and genetic (X) data, the conditional

probabilities of the events that

(a) a close genetic relation implies a close musical

contact, as well as

(b) a close musical relation implies a close genetic

contact becomes

pðmjgÞ ¼ X=G ¼ 0:28 and pðgjmÞ ¼ X=M
¼ 0:82 respectively

According to the low probability of the first case, close

genetic relations of populations are definitely not

appropriate indicators of similar musical cultures.

However, the high value of the second conditional

probability verifies that a significant similarity of folk

music cultures detects significant genetic connections in

82% of the studied cases. In other words, genetic relations

can be predicted from the musical relations with a hit

probability of 82%.

The dependence of the correlation of the musical and

genetic relations on the genetic threshold value is repre-

sented in Fig. 6. In this figure, curve 2 shows the variation

of the pðgjmÞ ¼ X=M conditional probability as a function

of the genetic threshold value. In other words, curve 2

shows the variation of the frequency of close genetic

contacts within the group of closely related musical cul-

tures. In the case of total independence of genetic and

musical relations, this curve would be essentially identical

to that of showing the ratio of the close genetic contacts

within the whole set of the studied 31 cultures. However,

curve 1, representing this latter frequency, is significantly

and consequently lower than curve 2. This observation

verifies that the correlation being found between the

musical and genetic relations for the genetic threshold of

0.05 is standing independently of the choice of the

threshold value. Curve 3 shows the pðmjgÞ ¼ X=G proba-

bility as a function of the genetic distance threshold (the

frequency of the musical relations within the genetically

related cultures). In contrast to the above cases, this curve

shows a decreasing tendency, therefore, our statement that

no musical contacts can be predicted from genetic relations

also proved to be independent of the genetic threshold.

Comparing Figs. 2 and 3 with Fig. 4, one can see that

merely partial correspondences can be found between the

genetic and musical clusters. For instance, the close Bul-

garian–Azeri, Serbian–Kurdish, Hungarian–Tatar, Irish–

Dutch, Chuvash–Udmurt and Finnish–Mari musical

relations really connect cultures belonging to the same

genetic cluster in Fig. 2, but the Turkish–Hungarian,

Mongolian–Chuvash, Finnish–Scottish, etc. musical rela-

tions do not fit into this system at all. This fact is a natural

consequence of the asymmetric conditions indicated by the

above discussed asymmetric conditional probability values.

At the same time, the high predictability of the genetic

contacts from musical relations is expressed in the domi-

nance of the thick black edges in Fig. 4.

As a musical illustration of the weight of this latter

result, we show some examples of similar Hungarian,

Norwegian and Appalachian (Appalachian people are

Fig. 6 The dependence of some characteristic frequencies on the

genetic threshold value. 1 The frequency of the close genetic contacts

within the whole set of the 31 cultures. 2 The frequency of the close

genetic contacts within the group of the musically related cultures

pðgjmÞ ¼ X=Mð Þ. 3 The frequency of the close musical contacts

within the group of genetically related cultures pðmjgÞ ¼ X=Gð Þ
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mainly of Scottish and Irish origin) songs in Note 1 (Online

Resource 4). The musical analysis showed mutually

intensive contacts among these cultures, but the high

geographical distances made these results questionable

before the comparison to the genetic data. However, the

genetic distances of mtDNA data show a consequent cor-

relation with the musical results: 0.0017, 0.024 and 0.024

for Norwegian–Appalachian (Scottish), Norwegian–Hun-

garian and Hungarian–Appalachian relations, respectively

In the light of these data, the melodies in Note 1 (Online

Resource 4) can no longer be considered to be accidentally

similar ‘‘compositions’’ of three completely independently

evolving cultures. It is worth mentioning here that the

musical analysis itself excludes this assumption, because

the connecting lines in Fig. 4 refer to an extremely high

number of overlapping melody types in the three cultures.

Moreover, our examples show that these overlaps cover a

significant amount of common types simultaneously

appearing in all of the three cultures. The first example

(Online Resource 4a) contains variants of a melody type of

domed contour with an ascending fifth transposition

between the first and second sections, while the melodies of

example Online Resource 4b represent a descending con-

tour type. These significantly different forms illustrate the

existence of a rather varied group of melody forms being

simultaneously present in the three cultures.

Accomplishing the above probability analysis for

mitochondrial as well as male genetic distances separately,

we found pðmjgÞ ¼ 0:27 and pðgjmÞ ¼ 0:77 for mitochon-

drial and pðmjgÞ ¼ 0:36 and pðgjmÞ ¼ 0:35 for Y chro-

mosomal data. These results show that musical relations

indicate dominantly female genetic contacts. Can this

observation be attributed to brides transferring mitochon-

drial genetic information to far populations of their fiancés,

or to mothers transmitting their musical mother tongue to

their children even in foreign surroundings? The answer is

open. All in all, women seem to be much more important

actors in the cross-cultural transfer of musical and genetic

information than men, indicating more mobility during our

evolutionary history as described in the section of genetic

relationship of the populations.

The above-mentioned examples of simultaneously

existing Appalachian–Norwegian–Hungarian variants of

common contour types pose some further questions: Are

there major or minor groups of common musical styles

which exist simultaneously in many different cultures, and

can these data be correlated with parallel genetic relations?

A positive answer to these questions would reveal common

crystallization points of musical cultures and verify that

these connections can be traced back to historic or pre-

historic reasons.

The answer to these exciting questions is given in Fig. 5,

where we have shown that the largest subsets of totally

common melody types exist in the quartets of the Volga–

Turkish–Karachay–Hungarian and the Chinese–Turkish–

Karachay–Hungarian groups with 46 and 45 totally

common types, respectively. These types are situated in a

continuous part of the common music map, therefore, we

can state that they form a cohesive musical style with many

melody types of certain common characteristics (for

instance, most of them have a descending contour with a

range of an octave.). Continuing the systematic search

among larger subsets of the 31 cultures, we found that the

ensembles having the largest overlaps are the right extensions

of the above quartets: The Volga–Sicilian–Turkish–

Karachay–Hungarian–Finnish–Dakota and Chinese–Mon-

gol–Volga–Sicilian–Turkish–Karachay–Hungarian cultures

have the largest sets of common melody types among the

seven element groups (12 and 10, respectively). Apart from

the lack of Dakota and Karachay data, the close musical

relations of the former group totally correlate with the

known genetic relations (See Table 1). It is regrettable that

the Karachay data is not available, however, most of the

genetic distances calculated for the neighbouring Chechen

people show close genetic connections to Hungarian,

Turkish, Sicilian and Tatar (Volga) populations. According

to these data and some recently published results, a close

genetic relationship of the Karachays to the mentioned

populations can be expected (Sen 2010).

Turning our attention to the second septet, we found

large genetic distances of the Chinese people from the

members of the very compact Volga–Sicilian–Turkish–

Hungarian group. Thus, groups b and e in Fig. 5 are surely

not completely coherent in a genetic sense; hopefully, this

anomaly may also be explained by some future analyses.

The common area of the above-discussed musical cul-

tures in the melody map is totally separate from that of the

German–{Luxembourgian–Lorrain}–French–Holland

quartet, where the genetic distances—being less than 0.03

for any pair—also indicate very intensive genetic contacts

(see Fig. 5c). The fact that we found a totally disjunctive

area for the common ‘‘Western’’ and ‘‘Eastern’’ melody

forms can be interpreted by the existence of two essentially

different musical language groups. Musical examples

illustrating the typical common melody forms in Western

and Eastern language groups are found in Notes 2–4

(Online Resource 5–7). The relatively low number of

totally common types in the Western cultures (17) shows

that their pair-wise large overlaps contain mainly different

types; therefore, they form a much less extended core-style

than the Eastern group.

What melody forms construct the totally common

musical styles simultaneously existing in so many cultures?

An extended analysis of this core-style exceeds the limi-

tations of this study; therefore, we illustrate it merely by

some examples in Notes 3 and 4 (Online Resource 6–7).
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These melodies, being variants of two common contour

types of high ambitus, gradually descending from the

octave, indicate a well-defined common style residing in all

cultures classified above as members of one of the two

‘‘Eastern’’ groups (Fig. 5).

One can hardly imagine a different explanation for such

common musical style than the existence of a common

‘‘parent language’’ as an initial crystallization point of

more or less independent musical evolutions. Of course,

this statement cannot be considered as a real conclusion of

the present work. It is an assumption that needs further

historical, archaeological, etc. investigation, but we can

state that it is supported by the genetic correlation dis-

cussed here. Earlier studies of the contacts of Hungarian

folk music have drawn the conclusion that descending,

sometimes fifth transposing melodies of high ambit con-

stitute the most important part of the contact melodies

between Hungarian as well as Mari, Chuvash (Kodály

1971), Anatolian (Bartók 1949; Sipos 2000, 2001, 2006)

and Mongolian (Sipos 1997) folk music. Our results con-

firm that the correspondences found by these independent

studies were not coincidental, since they can be deduced

from the existence of the common core of the ‘‘Eastern’’

cultures. According to the above results, most of the pop-

ulations conserving this musical style in their current cul-

ture have common genetic roots; consequently, the

development of this musical culture in very early times can

be attributed to their common ancestors.

In conclusion, using the current methods of genetics,

data mining, artificial intelligence research and musicol-

ogy, we have drawn the system of musical connections of

31 cultures in Eurasia and verified that these contacts can

be traced back to genetic basis in 82% of the studied cul-

tures, while close genetic relations of populations are

definitely not appropriate indicators of similar musical

cultures (28%). Such a result can be easily accepted in the

case of people living recently in the same area, like the

Western countries, Slovakians and Hungarians, Finns and

Norwegians, etc. However, a significant part of our results

indicate simultaneous musical and genetic similarity of

peoples who live very far from each other over a very long

period. For instance, the simultaneous musical and genetic

contacts of Hungarians and Norwegians, Tatars and Sicil-

ians, Sicilians and Turks, etc., emphasize that musical

contacts may arise from very early times, thus, oral musical

traditions may conserve prehistoric musical forms and

styles. The collaboration of genetics and computational

musicology was a crucial requirement for uncovering this

‘‘hidden’’ connection. We identified a set of melody forms

constructing the most extended common (ancient) musical

style appearing in many cultures simultaneously. Further-

more, we showed that most of the cultures having this

common musical heritage are also closely related in a

genetic sense establishing a new interdisciplinary research

field as ‘‘music-genetics’’. This result led to the conclusion

that musical styles arise from a common musical parent

language of historic and prehistoric origin.
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